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OWP: Why do you love playing water polo? 

KS: I love playing water polo because it has a team aspect to it. I spend so much time with the 

girls on my team in the water, on the road, or sharing small beds in hotels. I couldn't imagine 

recreating memes with anyone else. 

OWP: Favorite memory so far of playing water polo? 

KS: At Beast of the East my sophomore year we went to target between games and got to 

pick something out from the dollar section. Naturally Molly Dierker and I bought light-sabers 

because they lit up and made a cool sound. What I didn’t realize, though, was North Penn’s 

guy’s team had light-sabers too. Needless to say, later that night I was challenged to a light-

saber dual and I still want a rematch. 

OWP: Favorite post game food you like to eat? 

KS: Grilled Cheese! After a long tournament the parents are always there with a griddle 

cooking up perfectly golden grilled cheese. It melts right in your mouth and I could never 

thank them enough for that. 

OWP: Do you want to play water polo in college? 

KS: I plan on swimming in college, but if there is a club polo team wherever I go I might think 

about jumping back into it. 

OWP: Other than play water polo, fun hobbies you have? 

KS: I'm a big foodie and always have to have my next meal planned, so i love trying new 

restaurants around town with my family and friends. 

OWP: Other than water polo, what is your favorite sport? 

KS: I love to swim, but if there's one sport I love and envy watching and it's gymnastics. I 

could never imagine doing half the stuff gymnasts do and have so much respect for all the 

hard work they put in. 



OWP: What is your favorite subject in high school? 

KS: I'd have to say math and science. I can't choose between the two because it fascinates me 

when they connect and relate to real world situations. 

OWP: What is your favorite movie? 

KS: Definitely Harry Potter. I always get super excited when Harry Potter Weekend is on and 

I'll stop anything to binge it. 
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